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In this paper we consider allowabie combinations of towers of various lengths in [a$” and 
%I, and the relationships between these towers and the cardinals p, IJ, 6, and b describing 
degrees of ckJsure of [o]-. We study the sets A = {K: there is a K-tower in [o]“} and 
B = {K: there is a K-tower in %}. It is shown in 1 3 that either B E A or else there is a scale in 
%I. Other results are amstructions of various models in which certain specified combinations 
of the sets A and B and the closure cardinals 0, b, 6, and b are Seen to be consistent. 
In this paper we study allowable combinations of towers of various lengths in 
[o]” and %I, and the relationships between these towers and the cardinals p, Ij, 
b, and b describing degrees of closure of [w]O. We are usually interested in the 
sets A = {K: there is a K-tower’ in [@lo} and B = {K: there is a K-tower in “w}. 
Our one ZFC theorem, 1.3, states that either B GA or else there is a scale in “w. 
The rest of our results, 4.2, 4.6, 4.7, 5.2, and 5.3, are constructions of various 
models in which certain specified combinations of the sets A and B and the 
closure cardinals 0, Ij, b, and b are seen to be consistent. For example, it follows 
from 4.2 that it is consistent that there is an o,-tower in [ml0 only for n E o even, 
and an w,-tower in “o only for n = 4k, k 2 k,. The cardinal h may then be wtiO. 
In this example our methods would require a o,+,-tower in [WI@ and %I no 
matter what the value of 2%. 
Models in which K-towers exist in [ml0 for z1! x s 2& were Grst studied by 
Hechler [ll]; his method for producing towers is described below in 1.13. Kamo 
[13], and independently the present author [5] ;ater gave models in which 
K-towers exist in 10)” only for certain specified finite sets of K. ?‘his paper 
combines many of these previous ideas. We use three principal techniques in our 
consistency results: to introduce towers into [WI”’ in a single final step by adding 
subsets of uncountable cardinals without adding reals (2.9, to skow that under 
certain circumstances xisting towers do not become filled in when we force so as 
to build towers via a set of stages unbounded in so 
ique leads us to nonlinear iterations of ‘mult 
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&inality’, so that towers can be constructed of several lengths simultaneously; 
was the tit to apply this technique to tcwers in [o]~‘. 
as follows. The bulk of the present section is devoted to a review 
11s and results concerning [o]~; with the possible 
everything is well-known. We also review our forcing 
notion of a nonlinear forcing iteration - and give 
atomic partial orders which comprise our larger 
iterations. In Section 2 we study the properties of [CO]” that can be altered 
reals, and give a simple method derived from Rothberger [14] for 
these alterations. The dkcussion here regarding Easton sets is 
in Section 4 as well. Section 3 contains the Iteration Lemma and other 
reservation’ lemmas of the general form that certain towers are not tilled in via 
Section 4 we apply these preservation lemmas to 
ally, Section 5 contains some further constructions 
do not fit in to the general framework of Section 4. 
In general, notation follows [12] and [7]. If x and y are subsets of CO, we say 
thatxistizcowdiny,denotedxE*y,ifx-yishnite. Wesaythatxand 
y are almost disjoint if x n y is finite. The set of infinite subsets of o is denoted 
[o]“. If A, B E [o]~ are almost-disjoint families, then A is said to be a r@nement 
ofBifeveryxEAisalmostcontainedinsome),EB. 
If a is an ordinal, then a descending (or decreasing) a-sequence in [o]~ is a 
sequence (q:g<a) such that E<rl implies X~S*X~ and +$*x,. Given a 
sequerlce (x.gi$Ca) such that ~_<PJ$.Qc*~~, either there is a cofinal 
subsequence which is strictly decreasing as above or else the sequence is 
eventually constant, mod finite. An a-tower in [a$' is a descending sequence 
(xg: 5 : a) such that there is no infinite x c o almost contained in all the xs. The 
question of the existence of ol-towers was first raised by IIausdorlI [9], who 
showed that o-towers did not exist. Towers were first studied systematically by 
Rothberger [16], who called them limits. 
A set I; E fo]“’ has the szro~~gj%te intersection property if, given x:, . . . , x,, E 
F, xln--- nx,, is in&rite. The cardinal P is the least K such that there exists 
F c lw]“‘, IFI = K, with the strong finite intersection property, such that there is 
no x E [o]” almost-contained in every y E F. The cardinal f denotes the length of 
the shortest tower in (@“. Clearly p 6 t; it is not known if it is ever possible that 
@ C f. As described below, we ruay consider ( [co]~, c*) as a notion of forcing; in 
this setting t is the greatest cardial K such that the partial order [o]~ is 
<~-closed and p is the greatest K for which [aI0 is <r+directed-closed. Thus, 
forcing with ([w]“, s’) adds no new subsets of p or t. 
The d&tibEctizlil), cardinal @, is defined to be the least K such that forcing with 
function f: K+ V. Equivalently, h is the greatest K such that 
utive, o: the greatest K such that any collection of fewer than K 
isjoint families has a common refinement. Clearly, we have 
tree is a tree T c [w]“‘, ordered so x B Ty 3x any (so T grow 
has height IJ and is dense in ([o]@, E*). It is a theorem of 
Balcar, Pelant, and Simon [l] that a base-mat& tree always exists. By density, 
such a tree T is &closed and each level T(a) of T is a maximal almost-disjoint 
family. We have 
Forcing with [o]* collapses 2% to 8, and so if K ~2” remains a 
cardinal upon forcing with [CO]“, then K s 6. 
LetTbeabase-matrixtree~Ast>o,anynodex~’Batlevel~<zchas 
2a succtssors at level CY + CO. A pat?: !hrough T can thus be used to define a map 
from h into 2&, in such a way that a generic path gives rise to a surjection. 0 
A sequence (x~: LY < K) c [ 01” is a s@&ting fmily if for every infinite x = o 
there is an LY < K such that n ftn, and x -x, are both infinite. The cardinal ~3 
denotes the Sk! Of tie smallest Splitting family. If (x4: LY C K) is a splitting 
family, then {(x,, 0 -x,}: cy C K} i!z a collection of almost-disioint families (each 
of size two) with no common refinement; hence h < 8. Slightly easier to preserve 
(cf. 3.3) iS an eVcntUally Splitting family, which is a splitting family (x& (Y < K) 
such that for every infinite x E o there is cy < K such that for all #? with cy < /3 < K, 
x fl xs and x - xs are both infinite. For instance, an uncountable sequence of new 
mutually-generic Cohen reals form? an eventually splitting family. In 3.1 we 
define the notion of an eventually narrow sequence which essentially ircludes 
both towers and eventually splitting families. 
Corresponding to the almost-containment relation on [cu]@ we have the relation 
of euentual dominance on [ml*. Given A g E “CO we say that f eventually 
dominates g - denoted f ) g - if (3n)(Vk > n) f (k) >g(k). A family F E “w is 
unbounded if there is no g: UP-+ o eventually dominating aft f E F. F is said to be 
dominating, or cofinal, if for every g E “W there is an f E F eventually dominating 
g. We have a corresponding notion of towers in (“CO, =-), although here we 
always consider increasing sequences. An cu-tower in “CO is a sequence (&: f < a) 
such that q < 5 implies &. >f, (and & #fs) and such that {&: E c cy} is 
unbounded in “w. An cu-s&e in cu~ is an a-tower which is also dominating. 
The cardinal b is the least K such that there exists a K-tower in %I. 
Equivalently, b is the least K such that there exists an unbounded family of size K 
h “0. me cardinah b is the least K such that there exists a dominating fami!y in 
“W of size X. The following lemma is well-known. 
If K ti regular and there is a K-tower in Ow, then b L K s b. In 
particular, if there is a A-scale in %I, then there are no +owers in B)w for any 
Kfll. 
That K 3 b is simply the definition of b. Suppose (&: CY C K > is a K-tower 
in “a) with K > b. tit (gs: fi < b) be a dominating family in Oo. For each ca < K 
such that gscaj >f=. Since K is regular, there exists a @ < b such 
y many Q C K, @(a) = #?. TIi3.q gs dominates co&ally many f& 
ates all the fa. Q 
The next simple theorem relates towers in [mla with towers in “0; it is our one 
result. Later results - in particular 4.2 and 5.2 - show that, essentially, 
alltbattbesaid. 
3. Let K be a regular uncoumzbk cmiiaal, ad suppose there is a 
“a, but not in [a@‘. Then there is a K-scale in “o. In other won&, if 
is no sca&e in “0, then a K-tower ih “0 impli& that there is a K-tower in 
E@lp)* 
t (fm: a< pc) be a K-tower in “0. We may assume that all the fa are 
hreashg, by replacing f=, if assary, by fk defined so that fxk)= 
max(f,(i): i S k). We claim that &: Qr C K) is in fact a scale. Let f: 0 3 0 be 
given; we must fiud an (Y < K such that fa ) f. Suppose not, i.e. (Wcr -E K) fm #f. 
may assume f is increasing, too. Let x, = {k E m: f (k) 2 f=(k)}; our hypothesis 
implies that each x,, (Y< K, is iu6nite. It is straightforward to check that 
fl<a<K3X&+X~, and so (x*: a< K) is a dweasing K-sequence in [o]~. 
Since we have supposed that there are no K-towers in [cD]~, let x E [ml” lie below 
all the x,. Thea f 1 x eventually dominates aii the fm 1 x. in the sense of functions 
x-o. Given k E o, let n(k) = min(x -k), and set f’(k) = f (n(k)). Thus, 
f’ 1 x = f 1 x, and as f and all the fa are increasing we may readily check that f’ 
dominates all the for a contradiction. Cl 
Fo?ci?lg and partiai orders 
If P is a partial order used for forcing, then p s q means that p is stronger tban 
q. We proceed in the sequel as if for every partial order P there were a titer 
G c P generic over the universe V; the careful reader may either suppose that V 
is a countable transitive model er else express all consistency results solely in 
terms of the forcing relation. When we wish to refer to a generic extension of V 
by P and want to make the generic G explicit we use the notation V[G]; 
I(i~?eTwise we write VP. 
stronger than y . 
, c *) , even though this fails to be reflexive and so is 
en doing such forcing, x E* y means that x is 
. A partial order P is <ac-closed, for K a regular uncountable 
ven a decreasing sequence (p,: a < /3) E P of length /3 C K, there 
exists ps E P such that for all a < #I, ps <pm. P is CK-distributiue if the 
er than K open t$ sets is dense. Forcing with 3 CK- 
0 new cti0~sf:a--w, a<#. 
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generic extensions. 
aston, is useful in establishing Aistributivity in 
(Easton [S], [12, Lemma 201). Let P be a <K-closed partial or&r, 
and assume Q is a partial order satisfyiptg the K-C.C. Then, in VQ, P remains 
<K-dkributive. 
also say that a partial order P is K-bounding if every subset X E P of size K 
ded by some p E P, and weakly K-bounding if for every XG P of size K 
there is a YE X, ]Y] = K, such that Y is bounded by some p E P. Needless to say, 
partial orders used in forcing are never even 2bqunding; we use the notion of 
z&ounding only to describe certain index sets used in iterations (cf. 1. 
er, interesting forcing partial orders can be weakly K-bounding. 
instance, if IPI < K, then P is weakly K-bound@. Theorem 3.6 provides another 
example. 
A partial order P is a-centered if P can be decomposed into a countable union 
Un P, such that any finite set of conditions in one P, are compatible. P is said to 
satisfy property K if for any uncountable Xc P there is an uncountable Y s X 
such that any two members of Y are compatible. 
Iterated forcing 
Most of our main consistency results are proved using finite-support i erated 
forcing. We use both conventional ‘linear’ iterations Y,, and also nonlinear 
iterations P1, where 1 is some well-founded partial order such as K~ X l l - x K,. 
Such iterations have been around for a long time; I-Iechler [IO] used them in 1967 
to construct cofinal subsets in “o of more-or-less-arbitrary structure. For linear 
iterations we follow the notation of aumgartner [3], or Jech [12]; we now 
introduce some analogous notation for nonlinear iterations and prove some useful 
lemmas. 
If I is a well-founded partial order, an I-iteration PI will be a set of functions 
with domain I. If J c I, we may thus let PI 1 J denote {p IS: p E P,}. For i E I, let 
(j~I:j<ri}andIi+={j~I:j~ri);similarly,let~=~~~,andPi+=P~~li+. 
inear iterations these last two correspond to P, and P,+1. The following 
definition of P-iteration is implicitly by induction on rank(l). 
PI is an l-indexed finite-support iteration, with stages {Qi: i E I), if 
s i function with domain I and the following clauses hold: 
(a) (W E I) fi is an &-iteration. Let Iki denote forcing with respect o P. 
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E P,) the set {i: p(i) # 1) is finite. 
UJ~Z,wesayJisdownwur~closedifj~Jandi<Ijimplyi~J. Giveasucha 
J, we may embed PI 1 J into PI via the embedding e as in (g) above such that 
=lforalliEZ-J. WemaythusidentifyP~~JwithasubsetofP,. Wemay 
defme a pI 1 J-term for an ordering on P, 1 (I -J) in V&p; we say that p d q 
in P,I(I-J) iff there is LEG’, (a P,lJ-generic) SO rUpsIrUq. Giveu a 
downward-closed I’ so J E I’ s I, we may also define PI I (2’ - J) to be a partial 
order in VP,, and then canonically embed it in Vp~ into PI I (I -J). The following 
two lemmas are taken directly from their linear-iteration analogues in [3, Section 
Sl* 
(cf. [3, Lemma 5.11). Zf P is an Z-iteration and J =I is downward- 
(a) PIJ is a J-iteratiot~ 
(b) P=PjJ*Pl(Z-J). 
(a) follows by considering cases in Definition 1.6; to prove (b) one shows 
that the embedingp-,(pIJ,p)(Z-J)) embeds P densely in PIJ*PI(Z- 
J). 0 
An immediate corokuy is that given i E Z we may canouically identify Qj - 
technically a term over 8 - with a term over PI. Rut (a) also justifies the 
identification of PI 1 J witi the true J-iteration P,, a convention we shall use 
henceforth. 
(cf. [3, Lemma 5.21). Let P, Z, and J be as above. Then, in VP,, 
canoniudly isomorphic to cut (Z - J)-iteration, in which the ith stage is 
~WWnicaZy &ORlO@C t0 Qi. 
ve we may identify each 
ovhkm h: P 1 K+ P;C such that, if hi = h 1 (P 1 Ki) and hi+ = 
it ordinal. Then we 111 
cmoisP;candPh= 
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andh,:P(K,- 
) = LY + 1. Let K, = (i E K: rankK(i) < a}. We may assume PZ 
PZ exist, and that hi is defined for every i E K, and agrees with 
h,. It su&es for each i with rank,(i) = ar to define Qi and hi+; the construction 
of h is then immediate. Let such an i be given; we define Qf as in (b) above. 
Now, if p E P 1 Ki+, define h:(p) SO hi+(p) 1 Ki = hr(p 1 Ki) and hi+(p)(i) is that 
term (for a member of Qs) over Pi) that corresponds via hi: P 1 Ki =e Pi to the 
term p(i) (for a member of Qi) over P 1 Ki. 
Details in showing that Is,+ & in fact an isomorphism between P I Ki+ and 
p;+z PI * Qi are left to the reader. As in ]3,5.2], a key step is showing that hi+ is 
onto: for any Pi-term q’ for a member of &I and p’ E Pi) we must find 
p”q E P 1 Ki’ so h’(p-q) =p’-q’. I7 
In the next lemma we identify an I-iteration PI with a linear iteration Ph, 
o = rank(l), essentially for 1.10 below. Here, unlike in l.g, we do not have an 
isomorphism but rather a dense embedding, and the construction depends on the 
fact that supports are finite. Indeed, the analogous countable-support version is 
false: there is a countable-support I-iteration P isomorphic to the countable- 
support product of o copies of Cohen forcing (which collapses wl) while the 
corresponding ‘linearized’ iteration P’ is isomorphic to the countable-support 
iteration of o copies of Cohen forcing (which preserves q). The difference is 
that in the linearized iteration we allow conditions p such that p(i) depends on 
information from stage j for j and i with rank(j)< rank(i) but j+i; such 
conditions are not allowed in the nonlinear iteration. 
. Let P be a finite-support I-iteration and LY = rank(Z). Then there is a 
finite-support linear iteration Pk such that, if 1, = {i E I: rank(i) c p), we hue 
(a) (V#? d cu) P 1 Is can be densely embedded in Ph. 
(b) Under the isomorphism of terms induced by this embedding, Qb is the 
finite-support product rl[ { Qi : rank(i) = Is). 
f. We construct embeddings (he: j3 =S cu) by induction on /? so hg maps P I I, 
densely into P;1 and y < /I implies h,(p 1 I,,) = h@(p) 1 y for p E P 1 Ze. 
Case I: /3 is a limit ordinal. Then Pi is defined to be lim dir{P$ y < #?}, and 
hs = IJv<B h,. Since every p’ E P;S is, in effect, in some Pt, it is easily checked 
that hi(P 1 la) is dense in Pi. 
Case 2: /3 = y + 1. We have P I ZY dense in PC via h,, and so terms over P 1 I’ 
Iif8 canonically to terms over Pt_ Let Qt be the Pk-term corresponding in this way 
to the finite-support product n {Qi: rank(i) = y}, which is a P I I.,,-term. Similarly, 
hs extending h, so, if rank(i) = y, then hs(p)(y)(i) is the Pi-term 
corresponding to the P I I,-term p(i). 
t hi(P I I,) is dense in 
re’is only one i Of ran 
denote this Pi-term p’(y)(i), and let 4 be the analogous P I &-term via kr,. 
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Choosep~PII, such that h(p)~p’!y. We must lG~dp”~p in PlIY and a 
term 4” so p” It fj = 0”; then p”f will be a legal condition in P 1 I6 with 
htW3”)~P’- 
We have P 1 I,, = l$ * P 1 (I, - 4); let p correspond to (pl, pz) here and let 
ll-Y_i denote forcing wkh respect to P I(& - 4) in Vs. We have p1 ki (pz Iky-,,i QE 
Vs). Thus, we may fmd (pi, pi) s (p1,p2) and the desired P-term 4” so 
p:t&&& =d”). 0 
We next apply the above lemma to show that I-iterations preserve property K. 
As Z-iterations include arbitrary finite-support products, the same cannot be said 
of iterations known to satisfy the c.c.c. 
.lO. Let P be a property-K iteration; that is, for all i E I, II-i “Qi satisfies 
‘I. Then P sat&f&s property K. 
It is known (Kunen and Tall, [lS]) that linear property-K iterations 
preserve property K, as do finite-support property-K products. Thus, by 1.9 and 
induction on B < rank(l) it sulks to show that if rank(i) = @, then Q, satisfies 
pmperty K in Vplb, given that Qi satisfies property K in Vs and that P 14 
satidk the C.C.C. This follows immediately from the following claim, with 
P 1 (I@ - 4) in place of P and the fact that if P 1 I@ satisfies the C.C.C. then so does 
P/(JB-4). 
Let P and Q be partial ordzis such that P satidjk the C.C.C. and Q has 
propek K. Then, in VP, Q still has property K. 
Let (&: oc c ol) E Q be a sequence in VP, and let p E P be given. We 
daP-termkandap’~psop’li-“I~~=K,and~cu,~E~~~~~~#~‘. 
To begin, choose sequences (pa: LYC ml) and (4:: (Y< wl) in V so, for all 
pm up and pa II-& = q:. Next, since Q has property K, choose Xi c_ o1 
/3EX1)qbAq;4#0. Let k be the P-term {at~X~:p,~&}, where G is 
we claim ,% is as desired. 
in VP, let a; /3 E X be given. This implies pa, ps E G, and so & = q;, 
& = qb. Furthermore, since au, /? E X1 we have qh A qb#O and so q. A qs P 0. 
Fidly we show there is p’ up so p’ll-“x is uncountable”. If not, then 
‘~p)(3p”~p’)(3lu<o,)p”IC-x2 Q. Thus, since P satisfies the c.c.c., there 
ust be an (YCW~ such thatpkkr&. ut this is impossible, as pg Ik /3 E 2 for 
every #SEX,. 0 
Our last lemma is an easy technicality. 
d suppose that I is K-boun 
By the previous lemma P satisfies the C.C.C. and so for each (Y C K there is 
a maximal antichain {p,,: n E o} of conditions deciding IY E X. Choose i,, so 
i E support( pnll) 3 i < ina. We may now choose i E I bounding all the i,,; the 
result then follows straightforwardly. Cl 
Atomic purtiul orders 
We now define some of the partial orders used most commonly in the sequel as 
stages or factors Q,. AU are standard, and all are o-centered. The first pair of 
partial orders are used to add a real either below an F c [o]” with the strong 
finite intersection property, or above an arbitrary FE “w. We use the same 
notation in both the [olcu and ‘“0 case. We then deiine partial orders used to add 
generic K-towers in [o]” or “0. Let Seq = U, “2, the set of all finite sequences of
(0, l}, and let IS be the set of increasing maps from some R c o into o. If 
u E Seq or (I E IS, let Ia] denote dam(a), an integer. 
Deflnilion 1.12. (a) Let FE [o]~ have the strong finite intersection property. In 
this case we define the partial order P’ to be the set of all conditions (s, A) for 
sESeq and A=n& for some finite &SF. We let (s’,A’)s(~,A) ifs~s’, 
A’cA,andforallkwith]s]bkC{s’l, k~A$s(n)=O. 
(b)LetF~%.Givenafinite~~F,letussayu=max(~)ifa:w-*oand 
(Vk E co) u(k) = max{g(k): g E &}. In this case define P’ to be set of (s, a) such 
that SETS and there is a finite &sFwith a=max(&). Let (s’,u’)c(s,u) if 
s cs’, (Vk E co) u’(k) 2 u(k), and IsI s k c Is’1 ++s’(k) 2 u(k). 
Let F c [o]“’ have the linite intersection property and let G be PF-generic. 
Then the riet {k: 3 (s, A) E G)s(k) = 1) is infinite and almost-contained in every 
member of F. If F c “w and G is &-generic, and g: o+ o is defined so 
g(k)=ne 1(3(s,u)EG)s(k)= n, then g dominates every f E F. We will often 
takeF= “o in this case; the resulting partial order Pm, adds a generic dominating 
all ground-model functions. 
We now turn to adding entire K-towers generically, for K a regular uncountable 
cardinal. The partial order for doing this, below, is due to Hechler [ll]. We 
replace the original iinear order K with an arbitrary partially ordered type #: e.g. 
Q, = K to add a K-tower or # = ~-ii* to add a (K, A*)-gap (as in 5.3) or # = 2’“’ 
as at the end of Section 2. 
(Hechler, [ll]). Let (#, <#) be a partial order. Then the 
order P* is the collection of all functions p with range(p) c 
(0, 1) and doni = F x n, for some finite F c @ and some n E w. Let p Q q if 
Q cp and, if dam(p) = F’ x n’ and dam(q) = F x n, then 
(VLO; /3 E F)(Vk, n s k <a’) /3 <,+ a 3 p(a, k) ~p(& k). 
e direction chosen for t 
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g, is defined for CUE* as {kEux 
the sequenix (go: aE #) ordered by 5 * in reverse from #. 
(#, c9) = (E, E ) for some ordinal K, this corresponds to our convention 
a, are decwAng. It is well-known (Kechler, [ll]) that if K is 
ality, then (g&: a C K) is a K-tower in [o]~. We renmrk that 
K is also a regular uncountable cardinal, then (go - gA: a < A) is a A-tower. 
, generic@ ensures that if a and /? are incomparable in #, then g, and gs 
are incomparable in ([ml-, ss j. 
exactly analogous partial order may be defined for adding generic towers in 
“0. 
In this section we study ‘tame’ extensions of V in which no new reals appear. 
we amsider the effects on towers in [o]~ and on p, lj, b, and b of 
ts of various uncountable K to V without adding reals, and under 
what circumstances such subsets may be added. 
The basic result here is Lemma 2.5, which states that under appropriate 
circumstances it is possible to add new towers to [o]~ of specified lengths without 
adding towers of other lengths and without changing fj, b, or b. The cardinal p, 
of course, is never greater than the length of the shortest tower. The set A of 
lengths of the new towers to be introduced can be infinite, but Lemma 2.5 does 
not allow it to be completely arbitrary. The restriction placed on A is that it be an 
set, defined in 2.3. We cannot, for instance, use 2.5 to introduce towers of 
for each n E o and yet not introduce one of length o,+~. 
n 4 we will consider other methods for creating models with towers of 
speci6ed lengths only. All of these methods address towers in “o as well as [o ] m; 
some (4.6) do not involve the Easton-set restriction and some (4.2) involve it for 
an entirely different reason. However, the present method (2.5) is the only one 
capable of creating towers of length less than ij. The methods of Section 4 involve 
C.C.C. iterations that do add reals; we will then usually apply 2.5 to ‘overlay’ these 
c.c.c.-forcing models with some new towers in [o]~. 
en we compare the values of the cardinals 0, $, b, and b in different 
models, we use the current model as a superscript. Thus, p’ denotes the ordinal 
hich represents the value of p in V. We begin with the following fundamental 
a, essentially due to Rothberger [16]. 
be two modeilr of ZFC with the same reals, and let K 
Suppose V II- 0 a K (or t 3 K) and there is an 
o < K) X n (Y E V, but X $ V. Then there is a K-tower in 
and let K be a regular ~~co~~tab~e 
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cardinal. Suppose that V’ and W have the same reals, V II-p 3 K, and there i& an 
XsKin such that (Vcu < K) X fl Q! E V, but X $ V’. Then there is a K-tower in 
[o]” in W. 
The point 9f (b) is that the model V’ gives us some room to ‘undo’ p a K 
before we add X. The proofs in the two cases are very similar; we prove only (a). 
We construct in V a tree T E [elm, ordered so that X>~Y iB x =* y, which is 
isomorphic to the complete binary tree U,, “2 of height K. T is not assumed to 
be dense. The construction proceeds inductively; at limit stages cy C K we use the 
hypothesis V II-p 3 K to extend every cofkal branch through T 1 a to the next 
level T(cu). We then associate with the set X c K a cofmal branch bx through T, 
bx E W, corresponding to the branch through lJ,<, “2 comprised of the initial 
segments of the characteristic function of X. This branch must be a K-tower in W, 
for suppose there were x E [CO]” in W suchl that for all y on b,, x c* y . Then, 
since V and W have the same reals, we would have x E V. But since b,, and 
hence X, may be defined from x and T, we would then have XE V, a 
contradiction. El 
We now present a simple lemma describing some things that do not change as 
we extend from V to a W with the same reals. 
lLe 2.2. Let V G W be two models of ZFC. Suppose V and W have the same 
reals and the same cardinals, and that V has the cove with respect to 
W: for every XEW with XcV there is a YEV such that X=Y and 
lYl=lXl+K,. Then 
P “sp”, SW 66”, bW= b”, and bW =bV. 
f. That Dw S p” follows from the fact that any F = [olrn in V must also lie in 
W. That b” =S h” follows from the facts that the base matrix tree T in V of height 
$’ remains dense in [co]~ in W. We next show that b is preserved. There exists in 
V, and hence in W, an unbounded subset of %I of size b” and hence bW G b”. 
To show equality, we may assume b” > K O. Let F E W be a subset of “w with 
IFI < b”. By the covering property there is an 6;’ E V with F z 6;’ and IF’1 < b”, 
and so F’- and hence F -is bounded in “C-O. The proof of the preservation 
of b is similar; here we show tht any dominating F E “o in W is contained in a 
dominating F’ E V of the same size. Cl 
e We note that the preservtion of b in 2.1 and 2.2 here can be generalized 
e preservation of analogously defined cardinals for other absolute orderings 
of the reals which are directed in that any pair of reals has an upper 
ordering. In particular, we may view the reals as a set of codes for 
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reals (solovay, [19]) an consider the orderLag 6 c,ceb and c 
C respectively and B c C. In this context, the method 
strate the preservation of b extends to show the preservation of the 
property: the union of fewer than K many measure-zero (resp. meager) 
sets has measure zero (resp. is meager). 
Lemma 2.2 lacks the claim that hW = ov, nc does it address the introduction 
of new towers into “a, or of new towers into [f0]” of length other than K. In 
mma 2.5 we present one particular construction of new subsets of K that meets 
our later requirements; we force with the partial order for adding a Cohen 
subset of K as defined in an inner model satisfying GCH. This method is 
essentially a refinement of that 6rst used by Solomon [18] to obtain $I < b. As we 
to introduce many new towers simultaneously, we begin by considering the 
appropriate product. 
23. Let A be a set of’ regular uncountable cardinals, and let 
(PC: K EA) be a sequence of partial orders. 
(a) (Easton, ES]) A partial order P is the &rton product of the P, if for every 
p,q~P we have domb)=A, (WKEA)P(K)EP,, psq ifE (VKEA)P(K)G 
a(K), and, for all regular cardinals K, l{K <a: p(K) # 1)l-C a. 
(b) A is an E&ton set if, for every limit point K of A, 
Kregular+KeA, 
KSiI@aP+K+EA. 
us, an Easton set has a maximum element. Factorization of the Easton 
product into pieces p<, = (p 1 K+:p tl “> E+fld p>, = {p 1 (K, i):p E P} iS Well- 
known. T%e particukr property of Easton sets that we need, for 2.5 and 4.2, is 
the following. 
(Easton, [S]). Suppose GCH. If A is an Easton set and P = 
) is an Easton product with each factor lPrl g K, then IPI c mm(A). 
f. By induction on max(A) = 1. We consider only the case 11= p+, where p 
is a singular limit point of A. We then have P = P,, x PA, and thus the size of the 
product is 
p=f(%asj_4+xA=a 0 
are now able to show our principal technical lemma of this section, which 
rtain models constructed with C.C.C. forcing and add new 
n Sectiou 4 we will draw additional 
following, 2.6, gives a sim 
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application. In theory we might wish to apply this method to a model in which, 
say, 2X1 = K,,, when the set A below is cotinal in M,,, and thus escape the 
relevaace of the Eastoa-set requirement that K,,+1 E A. In practice, the hypothe- 
sis that p 3 m=(A) in some intermediate stage disallows this, as p must be 
regular. 
2.5. Let A be an Easton set, and suppose V k ZFC & GCH. For each 
K E A, let P, be the partial order in V for adding a Cohen subset of K; i.e. 
P, = [U&K “21 n V, ordered so p d q iff q r p. Let n be the Easton product of 
the P,. Let Q = QI * Q2 be any C.C.C. partial order such that VQl k 0 Z= max(A) 
ati VQ k $I = 4. Then, letting V’ denote VQ and W denote V’” = Vpxn, 
(a) W has the same reals and the same cardinals as V’. 
(b) For each K E A there is in W a K-tower in [o]“‘. 
bc) If rZ is a regular not in A, then there is cd A-tower in W (in [o]~ or “w) if and 
ody if there is one in V’. 
(d) The cardinals Ij, b, and b have the same values in W as in V’ and 
PW = min{p”} UA. 
As in 2.2, the point of Q2 is to leave us room to make further modifications to V’ 
that may undo p a max(A). 
For every regular K, Lemma 2.4 imples I&J G K. Thus, n,, satisfies the 
K+-C.C. in V’ and so Q X n,, satisfies the K-X. in V. Since rl[,, is K-closed in V, 
this and 1.5 imply II,, is K-distributive in V ‘ns=. In particular, l-I is o-distributive 
in V’ and so W and V’ have the same reals. Now let A > K be regular. Any 
f: ~+jl in W must lie iu V’“*K and, again because &,I d K, 2 must have the 
same cofinahty in V’“*r as in V’. This finishes (a). 
Claim (b) follows immediately from 2.1(b), with V = VQl and V’ = V’ and 
X = the P,-generic subset of K aded by n. To check (c), let K #A be given and 
suppose there is a K-tower (xa: (Y < K) in W. By our remarks above, (x,: cy < 
K)E v'% Since K $A, we have III,,l = I&J <K. Now suppose that q II 
“(ia: a < K) is a tower”, where the forcing is over n,, . For each (Y C K, choose 
pas:4 in IL so that, far some x E V’, pa Ikf, =x. Because ]&,I < L, there 
must be some p E n,, ST) that for all (Y in some cofinal X E K, pm = p. Then 
p Ik “(ia: a E X) is a K-tower in V”‘, as desired. 
To complete 2.5 it remains to check that bw 2 6”’ and pw = min(p”} U A. 
leave the latter as an exercise; for the former it suffices by 1.1 to show that 
4 = hv is not collapsed upon forcing with R = [u]” over W. Suppose, on the 
contrary, that there were some KC fi' and some f E WR such that f: K+ ff 
cofinally. We have 
and so forcing with 
,c is K-distributive in V’, for BtRen the collapsing 
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conclusion follow5 inmediately from the next lemma, with P = ,IC. This lemma 
is a variant of Lemma 1.5; its proof concludes the proof of 2.5. 
cardinal. Le# Q and P be partial or&m so Q satisjies 
K-c.C.tWdPisK Let R be a term over Q for a K-closed partial order in 
P~Ris~-diWbtiinV~. 
We first show that for any term f over Q *R X P and any (~0, ro, po) with 
(qo, ro, po) if i E V, acre = r, p ~0 (QO, r, p) d (qo, ro, po) ad, if (q’, r’, p’l e 
(qO, r, p) a&~ (q’, r’, p’) decides f, then tq’, r, p) decides 8. We choose a 
sequence ( (qE, r,, pE): e c q) so that the following hold: 
(9 (qgs a, PE) s (40, f-0, PO) for fl E < rl- 
(2) Each (qf, rs, pi) decides 3. 
(3) If e # c, then qs and qf: are incompatible in Q. 
(4) P.$SPc if 5==5=9 
We continue this sequence until we reach some q at which {qE: eC TJ} is a 
maximal antichain in Q. Since Q satisfies the K-CC. we have 1~1 G K. We now let 
r be a term over Q for a condition in R such that qE IF r = rs, and choose p 
stronger than ah the pg. We claim r and p are as desired. 
If not, there are (q’, r’, p’) s (qo, r, p) and (q”, r”, p”) C (q’, r, p) each decid- 
ing f differently. We may assume q”S qs for some g. Then both (q’B r’, p’) and 
(q”, a”, p”) are compatible with (qs, r, p). But qs IF r = r5, and so (qs, r, p) decides 
f. nce (q’, r’, p’) and (q”, r”, p”) must decide f this same way, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that f is a term over Q * R x P such that, for some 
(q0, r0, PO), Cq0, r0, PO) G: K + V. Using the previous paragraph repeatedly, we 
may choose a sequence ((5, pm): flc K) so B < -9 (q0, rap pm) s Gz0, r,, PO) 
ad if (q’, r’, p’) s (40, r,, pm) ad (q’, r’, p’) d=id=fW, then (q’, r,, pm) aho 
decides&@. We can continue the sequence at limit stages because P is K-closed 
and IkQ “R is ~-closed”. Finally, we pick r and p so (qo, r, p) S (qo, r,, pa) for all 
(YC K. If C is Q * R X P-generic, then V[G] bf(cr) = y if and only if there is a 
q<qoso(q,r,p)EGand(q,r,p)~f(cu)=y.Thus,fEVQ. Cl 
Let A be an Eastun set, and let il> max(A) be a regular cardinal. 
Then there is a W !=2FC extending V such that, in W, 
6 = b = b = 2% = A and #J = mintA) and for all regular uncountable p d A, there is 
a p-tower in [CO]” if and only if p E A. 
Apply 2.5, with Q a C.C.C. partial order so that VP l=“Martin’s 
om&2%=A”. 0 
set is necessary, althou 
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this case the n of 2.5 is just the countable-support product of*the PN., and so 
In] = (K,)“” = j6. It can be shown that forcing with this II does add a new X E p 
such that for all LY < p, X tl LY E V, and so adds a new p-tower. 
. The effects of the construction of 2.5 on the structure of %I are 
much less clear than the effects on [WI”. Certainly if V’ t; b = b, so that there is a 
scale in “0, then W kb = b and hence no new towers are introduced. Certain 
kinds of nonlinear ‘scales’ in %I, as in Hechler [lo], can also determine the tower 
structure of “‘0 and these also, if their properties are sufticiently absolute, can 
prevent the method of 2.5 from introducing new towers. We apply this idea in 
4.2. In general, however, it is quite possible for the method of 2.5 to introduce 
new towers in “0. 
We sketch an example, which draws on methods from Section 3. Let V b GCH, 
and let T = 2<9 be the complete binary tree (growing upwards) of height o2 in 
V. We may form the partial order PT of 1.13 to add an f0 for each u E T so f. sft 
if and only if u+t. Simultaneously, we add a new Cohen subset X E ol, as in 
2.5. Let this partial order be P,,, and let V’ = Vex% 
For any Q E T, let ax denote the result of appending to II the characteristic 
function of X, that is, if LY = l]a]] and /3< ol, then ax-~ 9 p) = 1 iff p EX. 
Similarly, for p E P,,, let aP denote the concatenation of u and p E ?2, /I c q. 
We claim {fr: us its ax} is always an oI-tower in “o in V’. For suppose 
p k (VT < ax) f >fr, in Vs and with p E Fat. Then it is easily checked that f must 
dominate all h with a-> up and ilrll< l]ull+ wl. That Vpr contains no such f is 
now a standard exercise, using the methods of [ll]. 
We now iterate the partial order 3.6 to eliminate all 02-towers in %I; by 3.3 we 
may do this and not fill in any of our existing o,-towers. 
Finally, if we add a generic branch g through T, thus forcing as in 2.5, we claim 
that {fo: u ~g) is an ti2-tower in %I. From 2.5 we see that forcing with T adds 
no new reals. As above, we may again check that if u It- ‘f dominates b”, then f 
must dominate all fr for t +u. But this is impossible, as in any cone {f=: t+uj 
we can find o,-towers in VP’ which then remain towers in V’. Cl 
In this section we establish methods of preserving the existence of K-towers in 
[o]O and “o as we do iterated a-centred forcing. e use these preservation 
lemmas in the following section to construct models which p=b=b<b and 
p = tj< b = b and in which ~WJW,;S of only specified lengths exist. The key lemma 
here is 3.3, which states that a finite-support iteration can never fill in ;B tower in 
[w]” (or %I) at a limit stage. 
PA.. &w&l 
families. The preservation of these kinds of objects, at both successor and limit 
stages of an iteration, is the point of the lemmas here. To simplify proofs, we 
introduce the following generalization of both towers in IO]” and eventually 
families. 
. A sequence (x5: 5 CA) in [a]” is eventually narrow Zf (Vx E 
bl”)(36 < we > t3 x $ *xv. That is, given any x, from some point on x is not 
below any xs. 
Towers in [a$” are clearly eventually narrow, and any eventually narrow 
sequence which is decrex5ng under c * is a tower. Similarly, it is easy to check 
that a sequence (+: E c A) is eventually splitting if and only if the corresponding 
nce (h:ccA) is eventually narrow, where yy=iE and y25+.l=co-x5. 
Thus, any forcing which preserves eventually narrow sequences also preserves 
towers in [a~]” and eventually splitting sequences. 
The simplest method to establish the preservation of eventually narrow 
sequences, which we use in 3.4, 3.3, and 3.5, is to show that if a new real y 
appears in the generic extension below cofinally many members of the sequence 
(Q: 1 <A), then there must have been a z in the ground model or in some 
previous stage of the iteration which lay below cofinally many of the xs. The next 
lemma embodies the usual construction of such a r; we include a case to deal with 
“CO as well. The set FE [o]~ involved here will usually be a cofinal subsequence 
of an eventually narrow sequence. 
. (a) Let F c [a~]~, and let P be a partial order. Suppose there exist 
p~P,n~0,andatenn)iouerPsuch~pI~“~~irinfinite”and~x~F)p1t-)ic 
xUn.iLetz=nF. T7mazisinfiniteandpI~j-n=z. 
(b) Let F E[o]“‘, let S be a term for a member of “0, and suppose 
QIf E F) p Ik (Uk > n) g(k) >f(k). Then h(k) = max{ f (k): f E F} is finite for all 
k>n andpIE(Wk>n)g(k)ah(k). 
Trivial. cl 
Our th-st application of this is the iteration lemma. 
3.3 (iteration lemma). Let a be a limit ordiva and A a regular 
uncountable cardinal. Let P, be any fmite-support C.C.C. iteration, and j2.x a generic 
is then PB-generic.) Suppose (xs: g c a) E V is 
1, j3 < (v. Then this seqdnce remains eventually 
A-sequence in “m which is a tower in each V[GJ 
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f. For convenience, we work with both the forcing language and the realized 
generic G,; we could of course give a proof involving the forcing language only. 
If cof(cu) > 0, then no new reals appear al stage Ly. Therefore we may assume 
cof(lu) = CO and so we may choose an increasing sequence (am: n E o) with 
sup@,) = (Y. Let G,, = Go,. Choose a term j over P, such that, if yG is the 
interpretation of j by G,, (VE < A)(3q, Es rl< A) yG c* xv. For each g c A, 
choose ps E G,, ng E o, and Q a g so that Ps IF j E x,.,~ U nE. Because supports 
are finite we may also assume ps E G%. 
Now, A must still be uncountable in V[G,] as P, satisfies the C.C.C. Thus, we 
may fix n rz co such that for some set A’ E V[G,] cofinal in El, e E A’ + nE =S n. We 
then have, in V[G,], 
This sentence is absolute for models containing G,, and so holds in V[G,J. 
Therefore we may choose a cofinal A c A in V[G,] such that 17 E A$ (3~ E 
G,)p II-3 cx,, U n. Hence, by 3.2, (xE: E CA) fails to be eventually narrow in 
V[G,]. Note that 3 here need not be completely determined by G,. 
The proof for k-towers in “CO is similar, except that we have a term g for a 
function CO+ o dominating all the fs, and we choose ps and na IF (Vk 2 
ns) J!(k) a&(k). 0 
In the rest of this section we look at individual partial orders that preserve 
towers, and which thus by 3.3 can be used to build large iterations that preserve 
all towers. The simplest cases again make use of 3.2. 
a 3.4. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, and P any weakly 
K-bounding partial order. Then any eventually narrow K-sequence (xs: lj C K) c 
[o]* in V remains eventually narrow in VP, and any K-tower ifs: 5 < K) E “o in 
V remains a tower in VP. 
f. We deal first with the eventually narrow sequence. Suppose j is a term 
over P such that, for some q E P, q II- (Vg < ~)(3q, f G q < K) j z* x,, . For each 
E<K, choose psSq, ~QEO, and qE”g such that ps!Lf~xqOUnE. As K is 
uncountable, we may now find an n E w and a cofinal Xc_ K such that 
(Ve E X) ns = n _ Applying the hypothesis that P is weakly K-bounding, we may 
find Y~Xalso cofinal in K andpEP 30 that (vE~Y)p<p~. Thus, KEY+ 
pI~)iEx,,Un,and§o,by3_2withF={x,,:5EY},thereisaninfinitezrw~ 
the ground model below any x E F and hence (xa: 5 < K) fails to be eventually 
narrow. 
The proof fot towers in “0 is again very similar. Cl 
(Broducl Lemma). Let il be a reglrlar ~~co~~table cardinal, wnd let 
( Q,: ca, < K) be a collection of a-centered pm&zl orders such that (V(v < PC) l&l C 
Q preserves eventuully-narrow 
apply the a-centeredness of the Qa to 
an example of a weakly K-bounding P witi IPI > K; it is the 
0 
Towers Lemma). Let K ad A be regzdiar uncountable 
let F = (z~: Q! < A) be a il-tower in either [CO]* or “0. Then 
for F c [o]~ only; the %-version is similar. It follows easily 
n of PF that conditions of the form (s, z,) are dense. Let 
~~~<K)EP,begiveo,with,~,=K~d~~=(S~,=~).~O~,~q:5<9) 
unded in A, and so we may choose LP! < A above all the cys. For each 5 E Z the 
conditions pE = (sg, zq) and (se, z,) are compatibk, and in fact we may choose 
ts E Seq so that (t5, z=) is stronger than both. As K is uncountable we may now 
choose a cofinal Z~K and a tdeq such that (@eZ)tg=t. ?%us, &Z=$ 
(t, I,) q+, and so Y = {pg: 6 E 2) is as desired. 0 
(Revised Prod~ti Lemma). Let A be Q regular uncountable cardinal, 
LL=X! [et ( Qa: c < x) be a collection of a-centered partial orders such that, for each 
a<~, either IQ&A or eke Qa= PF, where F is a tower of 1srJgth XL. Then 
forcing with the fiite-support product & Qa preserves eventually-narrow A- 
sequences in [o]~ and &towers in “‘0. 
use the fact that these long PF remain weakly K-bounding in 
nsion of the universe in which ]A] > K. 0 
a 
e preservation of towers when a dominating function is 
ai order PF of 1.12 when F = “0. 
aumgartner, [4]). Any eventz&ly-narrow sequence in [w]~ remains 
narrow afier forcing with I&. 
towers in ‘3~; every tower in %I is destroyed 
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consequence of that method is that if a new real y appears in the forcing 
extension below a decreasing sequence (~5: E < A) E [o]~ in V, then there is a 
ztsVsuchthat(vg<rZ)y c * z = * xE. This is false, however, if we force with Pm,. 
To see this, let (&: 5 c J,J) be a p-tower in “0. For any h E “w, let U” = 
{(i,j) E 0 x 0:j 3 h(i)}. The sets UR form a descending sequence in fti x 
@Ia = [o]“, and any set in V below this sequence is contained in some 
X, = { (i, j) : i s n} (otherwise we could construct an h E V dominating all the &). 
Yet iff is the Pm@ generic function, then Uf lies below all the Ufi and above all the 
x,. Cl 
4. e c.c.c. ctims 
In this section we give our main constructions, Theorems 4.2, 4.6, and 4.7. 
Like 2.6, these constructions are formulated in terms of restrictions on sets of 
cardinals A and B so that, in the resulting model, A = {K: there is a g-tower in 
[o]“‘) and B = {K: there is a K-tower in “w). Conditions on allowable values of 
p, Ij, b, and b are also given. Theorem 4.2 is a partial converse to 1.3, showing 
that ahnost any combination of A and B is possible provided B E A. 
In each construction we begin by applying the lemmas of Section 3 to construct 
an appropriate C.C.C. extension of V k GCH. In 4.2 and 4.7 we then introduce 
additional towers into [o]@ by the method of 2.5, and hence require the 
hypothesis that the appropriate set of cardinals is an Easton set. Theorem 4.6 
uses another method to construct owers of lengths greater than lj, and so is 
partially free of this. 
We begin with the following simple construction, taken from tbe van Douwen 
survey [7], which illustrates the use of cofinality considerations in the creation and 
destruction of towers. We may, of course, immediately apply 2.5 to the model 
here to obtain a modest strengthening of 2.6. 
13heorem 4.1. Let K and a be regular cardinals, X1 < K < A, and suppose 
vk2CA= A. Then there is a C.C.C. generic extension of V in which p = Ij = b = b = 
K, Zb = A, and there is a p-tower in [o]” if and only if p = K or p = A. 
f. We force with a C.C.C. iteration of length K. At each stage cy< K we 
choose Q, so Vpa+l I= “Martin’s Axiom and 2% = 2(” = II”. We may al:,;0 assume 
that each Q. adds a function fa E 50 dominatilrg ~11 f E V”. To scc that p 2 K in 
VP”, note that every F G [@I0 with IPj < rc appears by some stage by C K, and then 
we add a PF-generic at stage Q: + 1. To see that b d K, note that the sequence 
cfa: a< K) forms a scale. 
Now suppose (x~: f < p) is a tower in [WI”. If p C K, then this tower appears 
by some stage (Y C K and so is filled in. If K < ,U CA, then it is easily checked that 
P. L. Do&l 
some cofmal subsequence of the tower must appear in some Vfi, and then when 
this subsequence is tIlled in the whole t r is Glled in. 
Finally, g = b = K implies that there is a K-tower in [o]” of length K. To see 
at there is a A-tower in the 6nal ,let V’=Vs. We have V’lq=A=2cA, 
and so as in 2.1 we may Ford a binary tree 2’ E fw]” isomorphic to lJad “2. This 
tree has 2A co&ml branches. Since a real can lie below at most one branch, than 
as there are at most il reals, there must be a branch in V’ that remains a 
tower. I3 
this example we make crucial use of the cofinahty of the iteration; to argue 
arguethat~,:ru<x)formsascaleandhenceb~~,andeventoargue 
re are no towers of lengths other than K or a. In any linear iteration, 
these cofhutlity tricks can apply to only one cardinal. In each of 4.2,4.6, and 4.7 
we need some stronger methods. In [13], Kamo uses the method of nonlinear 
iteration, as in Hechler [lo], of order type ~~ X - l l X K,, to produce a model in 
which K-towers exist in [o]~ only if K = K~ for some i. Theorem 4.2 generalizes 
his technique to apply to infinite (Easton) sets of cardinals. In our remaining two 
models we use linear iterations, but apply the preservation lemmas from Section 3 
to ensure, for instance, that a given tower of length K remains a tower while we 
fill in all towers of other lengths. 
Our Grst principal construction, 4.2, is an attempt at a converse to 1.3, which 
stated that if there is no scale then a K-tower in “0 implies a K-tower in [o]“. 
Subject to certain constraints, the claim of 4.2 is that given sets A and B of 
card&h with B c A, we can cmstmct a model in which K-towers in to]“’ exist iff 
and K-towers in “U exist iff K E B. The constraints are that both A and B 
ton sets, and that h and 2% belong to B. We remark that A and B need to 
aston sets for entirely different reasons. 
apply the method of nonlinear iteration here, together with 2.5 to add 
K-towers in b]” for K E A - B. We need to know enougb about the structure of 
“o to be certain that the method of 2.5 will not introduce new towers into %I. 
To do this we use the notion of a nonlinear scale in “CU. 
* Let (I, sI> be a partial order. An I-scale is a family G: i E 1) in “o 
such that {J:itzI} is cohd in “o andfi>fi@i>,j. 
conventional K-scale is thus an &scale for which I= (K, E > Unlike a 
x-scale, however, an I-scale may allow towers in “w of several different lengths 
to exist. 
[IO] Nechler used the methof of nonlinear iterations to show that, for any 
unding I, one can use C.C.C. forcing to build an I-scale. In [13], 
that nonlinear iterations can be used to build towers of certain s 
ressing towers of other lengths. The present 
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. Let V ~CKX, and let A and Z3 be Easton sets of regular 
cardinals with P c A. Let Kh = min( ), Kd =max@), and KC= 
max(A). Then there is a W =, V with the same cardinals as V in which 2b = aC,, 
fj=b=Kh,b=Kd, and 
B = {K: there is a K-tower in Q)o), 
A = (K: there is a K-tower in [o]“}. 
in addition, W b p = min(A). 
Most of our effort is spent to prove that there is a C.C.C. generic extension 
W 2 V satisfying the above in the case that A = B U {K,}, and such that the 
K-towers in “o for K f B result from a suitable Z-scale. We will choose a 
nonlinear iteration PI so that, for each i E Z, Qi adds a function dominating every 
f E “o n Vn and adds a real below every F E [o]~ with the strong finite 
intersection property with IFI C K,. I will be constructed so that, in Vpt, all the 
statements above hold with A = B U {K,}. We will then apply the method of 2.5 
to introduce K-towers into [e$” for K E A; this method automatically ensures all 
the claims above except hat, ostensibly, for some K E A - Z? a new K-tower in “w 
may be introduced. However, the nature of the Z-scale will be such that this does 
not happen, and the proof will be complete. 
We begin with a simple lemma summarizing some facts about Z-scales and their 
robustness in the face of 2.5. 
Le 3. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, and Z a partial order. For 
(a), (b), suppose cf;-: i E I) is an Z-scale. 
(a) Zf I is x-bounding, then b > K. 
(b) Zf I is weakly K-bounding, then there is no K-tower in %I. 
(c-) If (L. * ff < K) is an increasing unbounded sequence in Z, then cf;: cy < K) is 
a u-tower in “w. 
For (d), (e), let W z V be a model of ZFC with the same cardinals as V such 
that V has the cowering property (2.2) with respect o W. 
(d) If P iv K-bounding V, then Z remains u-bounding in W. 
(e) If Z=Z, XZ,, where ]ZJ C K and Z2 is K-bounding, then Z is weakly 
K-bounding. Moreover, Z remains weakiy u-bounding in W. 
We show (b) and (e). For (b), suppose (g,: IY < K) were a tower in %. 
For each CY < K we may choose i, so A_ I=- g,. Now choose K c_ K cofinal and i E Z 
so i bounds {i&: Q E K}. It then follows that j bounds {gp: CY E K} and hence, 
since (go: a < x) is a tower, all of {ga: 1y < EC}. 
To see (e), let (i& or< K) be given, where i, = (il,cu, &). Since 
jZ,l C pc in W, there is a cofinal Kandani,Gso E ZG iI,, =iI. Next, by 
P.L. Do&l 
from the lemma above that if there is an Z-scale in “o and Z is weakly 
contains unbounded K-sequences for all K E B, then 
r in 3~). Our next goal is to choose an appropriate I. 
mma satisfies all our requirements except well-foundedness. 
{(K, E):KEB} betheEastm 
crrin2.3. Then 
ded K-sequences fur d K E B. 
(a) is immediate. To check (b), fix K $ B. 
0 C, §eqBXlE (1: Cue K) With ia = 
cr#@andA#K work. 0 
now fix an Z c Z which is -Nell-founded, cofinal in 1, and which contains at 
each K E B. Clearly such an Z exists, and it 
our construction of by extending V to V’ k p = K, = 2<& via C.C.C. 
PI and show that W = V’” is a desired. 
ch i E I, we inductively define Qi in V’” to be Paa x R, where R is the 
product of all PF E V’” such that lr;ll c K, and either F c “o or else 
d has the strong finite intersection property. It is readily checked by 
and so ]PI~ = Kc and so b 2% = K,. To see that 
P&]“with IFl=K appears in some W, 
whisk-boundingfOrK<K~. 
Next, for each i E Z let J E “o be the Pma-generic function added by Qi. Clearly, 
dominates every f E 30 n V’“, so, since 1.11 implies every f e V’& is in 
tibility of $ and fi follows 
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inductively choose x, E [w] Q, n V”c for CU<K so x,c*xg if p<e and for every 
y E V’&a, y +*x*. 
K < K,, and suppose (&: or < K) were a term for a K-tower 
For each (Y, fix i, E I so II-& E V’% Since I is weakly 
~-bounding, there is an i E I and a cofinal X s K such that for all a! E X, i, c i. 
Then lb&: ay EX) E V’“, and so is a factor of Qi, and SO there is an 
x E [WI”’ in Vs’ below (xp: cy E X). t thenx lies below (xp: a<~). 
This completes the A = B U {K,) case. To complete the proof for larger A, we 
apply the partial order of 2.5 to add new K-towers to W for all K E A. Let W’ G W 
be the result of this secondary forcing. The only nontrivial point in seeing that W’ 
is as desired is showing that we do not introduce K-towers “‘0 for KEA-B. 
This was the purpose of the I-scale; (j$ i E I) remains an scale in W’ and I 
remains weakly K-bounding in w’ for pi’ $ by 4.3(e), and so by 4.3(b) there is 
no K-tower in “0. 0 
.§. As in 2.7, the restriction in 4.2 that B be an Easton set is necessary 
for the present method of proof to work, although in light of 4.6 below we 
conjecture that this restriction is not necessary for the theorem itself. Specifically, 
we claim that if (Nm)a) =&,+1 and B = { 0,: n E o}, then there is no I which is 
w-bounding, contains an unbounded on-sequence for each n E o, and which is 
0 cu+1 -weakly~bounding. Thus, it is not clear how to show that any Vpl does not 
contain o,+l-towers. 
To prove this claim, let I be given which is o-bounding and which contains an 
unbounded o,-sequence {ia: Q! c an} for each n E o. Let F be the set of all 
functions f: o- o, such that f(a) C 0,; the notion of eventual dominance 
extends readily to F. Using the hypothesis (K,)” = Ko+l we may choose 
GE : <~I~+~)~F such that e’<E+f$fs, and (“df EF)(3E<o,+l)j$-f; 
this is because for any Xc F with 1x1~ mu+1 we can find f E F dominating every 
g 
now choose jC E I, for each 5 < o~+~, so for all n E o we have jE 3 i&,; 
this uses the hypothesis that I is w-bounding. The iG do not necessarily form an 
increasing sequence. that there is no j E I dominating cofinally many of 
the j*, and thus I is n 0 ,+l-bounding. To prove this, suppose that there 
were a jeland acotialXcti~+l such that j 2 jE for all f E X. For each n E o 
there is an cu, such that j # iz”; define f E F so f(n) = a-. Let E E X be chosen so 
p-f- Now large enough n E o we have J=(n) > f (n), and so i&) 3 iyt+ and 
so j3i&n,o owever, since j 3 jE and jE > iTtn, for all n, we have a 
contradiction. Cl 
inate the Easton set require- 
we can no longer apply 2.5 
be sure this will not introduce 
Let V FGCH, and let B be a set of reguhv uncountable cardbaah 
t. kt KC deilote this mU+UU?Z, and kt Kb = inin( ket 
t containing Kb. jrroien there is a W extending V with the 
&~~sViinwhick2KO=b=K,,a=~=Kb,QPtdinwhiGh 
= (K: the* is a ~-tower in %}, 
A = (K: Kc Kb d the@%? is a K-tower h [il?jW} 
= (K: tbx? is a K-tower in [o]” but not one in ?D} 
Note that A k being used here in a slightly different sense from 4.2. It follows 
from 1.2 that, unless lBl = 1, if K E B then tbepe is a K-tower in [e$“. Thii is still 
I= 1, for then Kb = Kc. 
.2, we fhst prove this for A = {Kb}, and find a W as desired which 
IS a C.C.C. extension of V and which contains an inner model of p = Kb. We may 
then immediately apply 2.5 to infer the fuh result. Since A c ~b+ there are no 
concerns here, as there were in 4.2, about this final step’s adding stray new towers 
to %A Although 2.5 could still be applied if A contained K> Kb, provided we 
initially had p 3 Kb, we would have no means of showing that a new K-tower in 
“0 was not created; the presence of the I-scale took care of this in 4.2. We 
proceed with the construction of the C.C.C. extension W that works as above if 
A = {Kb}. 
Step I. Force, titi C.C.C. forcing, to extend V to a VI k p = Kb and ~2~ = K~. 
Step 2 Add K-towers to V’ for every K E B, using the method of 1.13. As we 
remarked after 1.13, forcing with just P” of 1.13 will do this; we can also use the 
finite-support product II (I? K E B}. These K-towers with K E B will remain 
throughout the construction. of course, K-towers for K $ B are also introduced. 
Let V, denote this second extension, also c.c.c.; in V2 as well we have 
2% = KC = K(‘G_ 
Step 3. F&m a finite-support iteration P rb, where each stage Q,, (Y C Kb, is the 
rders P, E VP such that either 
the strong finite intersection property, or 
K < K,, F is a K-tower in either [o]” or “0. 
also work, provided K E B. We naw show 
for K E B added in Step 2 remain towers in V’. For, each 
preserves K-towers for K E B by 3.7, and hence the entire step-3 
iteration preserves them by 3.3. In particular, b C Kb and, as the KC-tower in “W is 
ed, b 2 K,. Again, it is easily checked that for each au, IF, j&j 
3 Kb since any Fr 
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The last theorem of this section is 4.7, in which we combine the idea of 4.6 with 
a method for separating the cardinals h and b. Given cardinals Kh < K~, we 
construct a r+scale to establish the value of b while at the same time maintaining 
a K,+ventually-splitting family to keep h s K,,. This method was used by Shelah 
[17] to establish the consistency of h C b; an earlier proof of this by Balcar, 
Pelant, and Simon (discussed below in 4.8) used Solovay reals and collapsing. 
We interleave this construction of a +scale with the selective-tower-destroying 
approach of 4.6, thus producing a model in which K-towers in [o]” exist only for 
K E A. As in 4.6, this set A need not be an Easton set. Also as in 4.6, we could 
easily apply 2.5 at the end to introduce K-towers into [CO]” for K < Kh. This would 
necessitate making 51 large initially; we omit further details. 
emem 4.7. Let V k ZFC + GCI-I, and let Kh, Kb, and K, be regular uncountable 
cardinals with &, < &, S K=. Let A be an arbitrary set of regular cardinals uch that 
K~ = min(A), K, = max(A), and q, E A. Then there em& a C.C.C. generic extension 
W of V with the same cardinals as V in which p = 6 = Kh, b = b = Kb (so there is a 
Kb-SC& in %I), 2% = K,, and such that 
A = {K: there is a K-tower in [CO]‘“}. 
h 5.1 we discuss the case Kb = K~ in greater detail; in particular, we show that 
it is consistent in this case that there is no z&-tower in [o]? 
f. Following the method of 4.6, we proceed via the following three steps. 
Each involves a C.C.C. ex znsion, and each preserves ~~~~ = K,. 
Step 1. As in Step 2 of 4.6, create a VI extending V in which there are K-towers 
in [u]~ for every K E A; this implies 2% = K,. If desired, this step can be preceded 
by Step 1 of 4.6 to make p 2 Kh. 
step 2 Add an eVentUdy-Sptitthg family of Size &, to V’, by adding Kh Cohen 
reals. Construing the appropriate partial order as a K-size product of the 
countable partial order, it follows by 3.5 that this step does not destroy the towers 
created in Step 1. Call this model V2. 
Step 3. Form the &nite-support iteration P,,, as follows. At even stages (Y C Kb 
we let Q, be as in Step 3 of 4.6, the finite-support product of appropriate partial 
orders PF with IF] C & or else F a K-tower and K $ A. At odd stages Q: C Kb we let 
Q, be Pa,, to add a generic dominating function g,. 
We now show that, in V’ = Vpb, we have what we seek. First, the K&zed 
eventually-splitting family added by Step 2 remains intact in V’, by 3.3, 3.7, and 
3.8. This implies fj Q Kh. Second, the dominating functions (go: LY C Kb, LY odd) 
clearly form a Kb-scale in V’, and so b = b = ii&. Finally, the facts that h = Kh and 
2’0 = K, and A = {K: there is a K-tower in [o]~) follow exactly as in 4.6. Cl 
Balcar, Pelant, and Simon used an entirely different meth 
ality g=b<b=b<c (]2],[I]). 
272 P.L. Do&al 
o entail O= h=&. They begin with a model V in 
to extend to V’. It is 
to add these reals is 
e remains a scale in V’. One 
Elj=a)*, for it issh eorem 4.21, that 
SWiOIl look at models in which there are no K-towers in [o]~ for 
K = 2% The constructions of Section 4 can all still be carried out even if we Grst 
C.C.C. forcing to arrange #J = Kc, where K, is the find value of 2% 
ativeiy, the statements of these theorems are entirely compatible with the 
of an inner model V’s in which p = K,. It follows from the method 
ifV’bp=rc,thenany Wextendingv’either 
has a K-tower in [o]~ or e F2%> K. Thus, the methods used in Section 4 
cannot by themselves yield a K and in which there are no K-towers in 
1 1 0 @. 
is possible to omit towers of length 2% in [o]@ trivially; that is, it is known 
at if one adds K 3 o2 Cohen reals to a model of a, then there are no 
decreasing sequences in ([o]“, c*) of length o2 at all, towers or not. The proof 
uses a A-system argument. In [13] Kamo uses this same approach to construct 
th no K-Lowers for all K between 2% and some K,, < 2%; in these models 
ere are no &xreasing K-sequences in [olcu for K,, < K S 2% of course, if there 
is a K-sequence in “w, then there is surely one in [w]“‘. 
havior of 2%owers in [o]O, any model may be extended 
ut collapsing cardinals or increasing the cardinality of 2% to a model in 
I in “o. One need only add a A-scale in “o with 
present two principal results here, 5.2 and 5.3. The first shows that we can 
yet no 2%ower in [o]? As such it constitutes the 
of a converse of 1.3; we do not know if it is possible to have a K-scale 
r in [o]” for K C 2% The proof proceeds by introducing a 
nt into the construction of Theorem 4.7. In the second result, 
r in either [a]” or ‘%I for K = 2% = w2. is proved 
the usual A-system argument hat adding hen reals 
untable sequences. 
le cardinal, and suppose 
rcing iteration such that IF, 2% = K, 
at for every stage Q, of 
of length A,“. Then in 
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f. Suppose pII-“(&:o<~) is a tower”. We may define ~:K+K 
so IF& E Vfi”), and ~:K+K so that if y E [@]“nVPP then Iky &*&+ Now 
choose 6 c K so cof(#J) a 1 and (Wcu < /J)f(cu) < /3 and g(cu) </I; we must have 
ll-a “(x,: (Y < fi) is a tower of cofinality 3X’. Lemma 3.3 and our hypothesis now 
ensure that forcing with Pp= cannot fill in this tower, contrary to the role of 
X@. cl 
. It is consistent that the model of Theorem 4.7 has no Kc-towers in 
[a$‘, provided that ub = K= there. 
This follows easily from 5.1 and an analysis of the iteration used in the 
proof of 4.7, provided we curtail Step 1 of 4.7 so that V, k 2% c K~. q 
In [6] we use the same sort of reflection argument to produce a model in which 
h-2& o2 and yet there are no 02-towers in [o]~. A consequence of this is that 
every base matrix tree in this model has no cofinal branches. In our next result we 
omit 02-towers in “CO as well. 
euwem 5.3. It is consistent, relative to ZFC, that 2% = X2, lj = K1, there are 
o,-towers in [CO]“’ and “0, there are 02-sequences in [w]‘” and “CO, but there are 
no w2-towers in either [o ] W or “w . 
plroof. Roughly speaking, we add a generic (02, of)-gap with finite conditions. 
We then argue that any term for an 02-sequence in either [a]@ or 90 must 
resemble the 02-sequence forming the upper side of the gap sufficiently closely 
that it also fails to be a tower. In this sense our generic gap is a ‘very-well-filled- 
in” generic 02-tower. 
We use the Hechler partial order P* of 1.13. As before, the generic for P* is a 
sequence of reals (g(+: [Y E @) ) where /I ccp 1y + g, E* gb. 
The # we will use is a modification of the order type 02^o:, which is a copy of 
oi followed by a copy of o1 ordered in revers, hs we will want to embed 
arbitrary countable ly into the OF-part, we replace or here with (q X a*)*, 
where r~ is the order-type of the ratio&s and r~ x to1 is a string of copies of TI 
ordered in type ol. We set #J = ozO~ x or and force with P*. The distinction 
between a B~y,8xoi~-generic and a PC,,,;,-generic seems largely technical. 
If A c #, let P’ 1 A = PA = {p E P@: dam(p) GA). We will abbreviate J~PO by 
It,, and It, by IkA. We have the following lemma. 
e Let + be a linear order type (an ordered set), and P@’ as in 1.13. 
(a) If I/J is another order-type, any order-preserving injection f : q-’ C# gives 
rise to an embedding R: P+ P @, which carries terms over P’ to terms over P*. 
(b) If A c @ and G is P*-generic, then G 1 A is &-generic. 
(c) If 1 is a term over P* and for some p E P@‘p It-f c CO, then there is a 
P.L. Dodd 
thatifpI~nEi(pIb2$i), 
to refer to 2 as Q term 0 
Ihe’ of P; it is 
Cohen reals) Then P* is densely 
e n so a(p)(f(a, i)) =p(a, i). 
mtheobservationthatifpEP*,qEPA, andqspIA,then 
le. 
o, let A, E P* be a maximal antichain such that p E A, implies 
A = (9: @P E AdW ($9 n) E PI- 
G is P*-generic, and x E V[G] ties below (or above) a tower 
F E V. Let i be a term interpreted by G as x. Using (c) above, choose A s 9 
countable and supporting 2. We may think of i as a term over PA. G 1 A is 
PA-generic (by (b)) and also interprets i as x. Hence, forcing with PA fills h the 
tower F. But PA is countable, and this mntradicts 3.4. 
(e) Let P*’ = {p: (3F E [#I’“) dam@) = F x <n - (0)) z~3 range(p) g 
isomorphic to P* via the mrrespondence p’+p, p’(a, n) = 
claim P* is dense in P*’ x Q* via the embedding p + (PO, po) = 
}),p I# X (0)). Clearly, any (p’, q’) E P*’ X Q*’ extends to a 
mndition of the form (PO, po) for some p E P*, via a ‘sideways’ extension of each 
rdinate which creates no compatibility difliculties at all. If p s q in P’@, then it 
is straightforward to check that p. =S q. and p” s q”, and we are done. 
(f) This is a standard A-system argument. 17 
to the proof of 5.3. Let V KH, and let # be as above. We claim 
th ned properties hold in V% It is clear that 2% = &,. To see that there 
are w,-towers in both [ml”’ and “o we apply the isomorphism P@‘= P* x Q@ of 
; it is readily verified that adding any uncountable number of Cohen reals 
uces such ol-towers. As the existence of an ol-tower in % implies 
= X1, it remains to establish the nonexistence of oz-towers in either % 
give a proof for [#’ only; the proof for “o is identical. (In fact, the 
for any absolutely-definable preordering of 9(w).) 
p”k there are no 02-towers in [ml*. 
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term .&, forced to lie below some cofinal subset of the &. We now embark on a 
@rite) series of refinements, where at each step we replace (&: (Y < w*) by a 
more-homogeneous cofinai subsequence. 
We first assume ah the Z3, are equal, say to B; we may do this as there are only 
2%= Kr possible &‘s. We then refine again to assume that the A, fom a 
countable A-system with kernel A such that LY c o2 3 sup(A) c min(A= - A) and 
~<cu~o~$sup(A&min(A,-A). 
We next set A’ = A, -A, and assume that all the A’ have the same order-type 
ty’. Let qA and rY, be, respectively, the order-types of the fixed A and B, and let 
9~ be the concatenation ~An~“+B. Fix order-preserving embeddings fA: ly, + A, 
fB:qB+B, and, for each 1y<o2, f;l:q’+A&. Let fa=fAUf&Ufs; we have 
f=: &-+A UA;U B c #. Let 3c,: P* + P* be the canonical embedding induced 
by fa as in 5.4(a). 
For every a! < w2 there is a term )ia over P carried by JC, to the term &. 
(Strictly speaking, jm is carred to some term over P’ forced to be equal to &.) 
Since P* satisfies the c.c.c., there are only K1 possible distinrd &. Our‘ final 
refinement is to assume that all the ;ip are equal, say to 3. 
We now have a cofinal subsequence (&) of the original sequence of terms 
such that each term & depends only on the map f h: *‘*A&. We may now find 
f &: *‘-*Al;, with A&c q X o: above B c q x 07 (that is, between Z3 and the 
as-part of (02, q x 0:). We may do this as any countable type is embeddable 
into q; this is exactly why we used (r~ x ml)* instead of m: alone. let 
fo, = fA U f $* U fB, and let &,,* be the term over P@’ which is the image of 3 under 
the n,,: P’+ P* corresponding to fm,. 
C%tim. p lt- (Va < u2) &,,, c* f,, where p E PAus is the condition originally forcing 
(&: a < 02) to be c decreasing w2-sequence. 
Proof. Fix 1y < w2 and then /I so that ac < /3 < w2. Let 
Z=AUA~WA&UB and 
ZZ=AUA:,UA&B. 
We may think of f, and &,,, as terms over P, as & and &., are supported by I; 
similarly for &, .&, and PI:. 
It suffices to show, by 5.4(b), that p k,&, E * &. We shall appeal to 
obvious isomorphism between Z and ZZ to deduce this from the known 
pII-,,& = *&. The map 
may be extended with the identity map to a bijection between Z and ZZ; this 
bijection preserves order as sup(Ah.) <inf(Ab) and sup(A:,) < inf(B). Thus, PI 




carries the term & to itself, as ia depends 
Furthermore, im2 is carried to i@, as 
the middle of the diagram 
$JB’ 
= --, pAUAbUB- 
*& and x(p) =p, we have plk,&,,,~*i~, and so, by 5.4(b), 
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